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Abstrakt
V posledních letech bylo vyvinuto mnoho nových přístupů a metod k vizualizaci a prohlížení
obsahu kolekcí dokumentů. Tyto nové metody jsou zaměřené na problémy spojené s ros-
toucím množstvím dostupných dat a s měnícímy se způsoby, jak lidé s těmito daty pracují.
Uživatelé nyní vyžadují lepší podporu takzvaného Exploratory Search (do češtiny by se
tento termín dal preložit jako “objevné hledání”) pro podporu vyhledávání vazeb mezi doku-
menty a pro porovnávání dokumentů. Ačkoliv vizualizace mají potenciál v tomto směru
zlepšit prohledávání kolekcí dokumentů (ve srovnání s klasickým textovým vyhledáváním),
nestaly se zatím mezi uživateli příliš populárními. Důvodů pro to může být celá řada, od
návrhu těchto vizualizací až po jejich implementaci a zpusob použití. Tato práce zkoumá
tyto důvody a také faktory, které mohou zlepšit a zpříjemnit použití vizualizací pro hledání.
Následně, po zvážení všech těchto faktorů, je navrženo a vyvinuto uživatelské rozhraní pro
vizuální prohledávání kolekcí dokumentů, použití tohoto rozhraní je demonstrováno na dvou
odlišných kolekcích a v závěru práce je rozhraní vyhodnoceno.
Abstract
In recent years a number of new approaches for visualising and browsing document col-
lections have been developed. These approaches try to address the problems associated
with the growing amounts of content available and the changing patterns in the way people
interact with information. Users now demand better support for exploring document col-
lections to discover connections, compare and contrast information. Although visual search
interfaces have the potential to improve the user experience in exploring document collec-
tions compared to textual search interfaces, they have not yet become as popular among
users. The reasons for this range from the design of such visual interfaces to the way these
interfaces are implemented and used. This work studies these reasons and determines the
factors that contribute to an improved visual browsing experience. Consequently, by taking
these factors into account, a novel visual search interface that improves exploratory search
and the discovery of document relations is designed, implemented and evaluated.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Search has been for a long time an integral part of many applications and systems. Nowa-
days, it has become a daily activity for almost everyone and it is a common way of accessing
data and information. Unfortunately, search can be often a complex and a time-consuming
task [22]. Among the main reasons are information overload and the so-called “lost in
hyperspace” problem. Information overload comes with the incredible (and growing) speed
with which content is generated. This term addresses the fact that with the growing amount
of content it becomes harder (or even impossible) to comprehend it. “Lost in hyperspace”
refers to the problem of navigating in large quantities of virtual (typically hypertext) con-
tent. While following links and relationships, people might easily lose track of how they
got to their current “position”.
Over the last 20 years, search has become an essential activity of our lives and the way
people search and what they require from search interfaces has changed. Gary Marchionini
[22] divides search tasks in two basic types — lookup search tasks and exploratory search
tasks. The names of these two concepts already suggest how search has evolved from
single-step “fact retrieval” or “question answering” to complex activity that incorporates
analysing, comparing and evaluating the content.
While exploratory searches constitute a significant proportion of all searches [26], current
search interfaces do not sufficiently support them. This issue has been addressed by a
number of researchers by exploring the use of information visualisation. Visual search
interfaces make use of our visual skills in order to help us to navigate through content. An
important aspect of visualisations is that they make it easier to communicate structure,
organisation and relations in content. They can also be well utilised to improve search
experience, by depicting more information than a typical text search interface using the
same space, and they can simplify the process of finding relevant information and can
provide graphical aid in results diversification.
In this context, this project aims to create a visual search interface to aid exploratory
search in document collections. Document collection visualisations typically project con-
tent along one or more selected dimensions — this might be time or other properties of
documents in the collection. In contrast, this project addresses the problem by exploring
generally applicable principles without considering a specific document collection. With
these principles in mind, a novel visual interface, that can work with any type of dimension
and any number of dimensions, is designed and implemented and its usability is demon-
strated on the domain of research publications and the domain of cultural heritage artifacts.
This thesis can be divided into two main parts. First part focuses on theoretical back-
ground of the topic. It introduces the fields of exploratory search and information visualisa-
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tion and explains how visualisation can be used to aid content exploration. It also explores
related work in this field and examines the general design principles which can be consid-
ered when designing a visualisation. Second part of the project is practical. It describes
the analysis of the problem, design of the visualisation and following implementation. In
this part the most attention is paid to the design and implementation of the visual search
interface.
The remainder of this text is organised as follows. Chapter 2 briefly introduces the goal
of this project and explains what were the main goals, tasks, requirements and challenges.
Chapter 3 explores the background of the topic. Most importantly, it creates a motivation
for using visualisations to aid exploratory search. It points out some issues of current search
and explains how these issues could be addressed with visualisation. Chapter 4 reviews the
current work in the field of visualising document collections and search results. Based on
the related work, this chapter aims to roughly divide this field to categories according to
the specialisation and purpose of the visualisations. The visualisation developed as a part
of this project is then classified according to this division.
Chapter 5 is dedicated to studying some important design principles for creating vi-
sualisations that are also applicable in the field of visual search interfaces. These design
principles are based on the study of the related work. Chapter 6, talks about problems
and challenges that had to be addressed during the design of the interface. The interface is
then described in Chapter 7. Following that, the Chapters 8 and 9 talk about development,
testing and evaluation of the visual search interface. Finally, I discuss the contribution of
the approach in the Chapter 10 and outline the future work 11.
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Chapter 2
Project aims
The main goal of this project was to explore the possibilities of utilising visualisation to aid
content exploration and exploratory search in large collections of documents. The task was
to design and develop a visual search interface and demonstrate its usability by applying
this interface in two different fields.
2.1 Considered types of collections
One of the main requirements for the visual search interface was to create an interface that
could work with any document collection, regardless types of properties of the documents in
the collection. By a document collection we can understand anything from well structured
and hierarchically organised collection like Wikipedia to a collection of documents with
very little or without any organisation (for example, we might have a collection of text files
or PDFs without metadata and we might want to build a visualisation upon this collection
in order to help its exploration).
The two collections that were utilised for the designed visual search interface had, with
regard to structure and organisation, very different properties, one of them being a collection
of very well arranged and complete metadata, while the other was often missing convenient
metadata which could be used to build a visualisation. This situation was one of the
challenges during the development of this project because it was necessary to develop a
visualisation that would suit both cases.
2.2 Visual search interface
During the development of the visual search interface attention was payed to its usabil-
ity. The use of visualisations for content exploration has been already explored by many
researchers, however despite that visualisations still didn’t become a common way for
browsing document collections. For example among web search engines the most popu-
lar ones typically offer a only textual interface (although some web search engines aimed to
present ways of visualising search results1,2 and Google recently introduced their Knowledge
Graph3).
1http://askken.heroku.com/
2http://search-cube.com/
3http://www.zdnet.com/google-search-gets-semantic-with-knowledge-graph-3040155245/
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Because of these reasons I examined the related work in this field and I created a list of
design principles (with focus on visual search interfaces) that are in my opinion significant
for designing visual search interfaces and visualisations in general. Following these principles
I esigned and implemented a visual search interface which could be used to depict content
of any document collection. This approach differentiates this work from many current
approaches which usually focus on a specific data set and create a visualisation based on
the attributes of the specific collection.
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Chapter 3
Exploratory Search and
Visualisation
The following chapter constitutes a brief introduction to the fields of exploratory search and
information visualisation. First part of the chapter explains in which situations the current
search interfaces might be insufficient and proposes visualisation as a way of addressing some
issues of current search interfaces. This chapter also explains the concepts of exploratory
search and information visualisation.
3.1 Motivation
Information overload has in recent years become an ubiquitous problem. Most of the
information is accessible through Internet, a huge database of interlinked resources, but
also in electronic libraries and repositories. About ten years ago researches estimated that
about 1 exabyte of data is generated every year with more than 99.9% available digitally
[18]. Growth rate of Internet users world-wide since that time was more than 480% [13] and
it’s not just Internet users that help to generate data – a big portion of data is generated
thanks to various monitoring systems, sensors, cameras, etc [18]. With this rate of growth
it’s impossible for an individual to process all information available. And the problem of
being unable to grasp the available information is not the only problem that emerges with
this growth, it also complicates the navigation in this content. These two issues already
have names and I mentioned them in the Introduction, it is the problem of information
overload and the “lost in hyperspace” problem.
The problem of efficient exploration of the available content starts with specifying the
request or the search query. The user might not have a deep understanding of the topic
he is interested in, on the contrary he might want to learn something about it. In this
case the search query might be very general or even ambiguous (it has been also observed
that search queries often are ambiguous [30]). In such case it might be difficult for the
user to understand how search results relate to his original request and to find interesting
information in the results.
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1 Viewpoint: Fukushima makes case for renewable en-
ergy
4 April 2011
2 Japan earthquake: Nuclear evacuation centre in
Fukushima
14 March 2011
3 Japan quake: Power line laid to Fukushima nuclear
plant
17 March 2011
4 Japan’s Fukushima plant opened to media 12 November 2011
5 Japan earthquake: Concern for Fukushima residents 15 March 2011
6 IAEA chief visits Fukushima nuclear plant 26 July 2011
7 Japan earthquake: Radiation tests in Fukushima
schools
5 April 2011
8 Fukushima governor says Japan earthquake victims
need help
16 March 2011
9 Japan bans Fukushima rice shipment due to contam-
ination
18 November 2011
10 Tokyo radiation hotspot ’not linked to Fukushima’ 13 October 2011
Table 3.1: Most relevant search results for query “Fukushima” retrieved from
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/
3.1.1 Example 1: News Search
Imagine a person searching for news about a specific event. This person could use some
personal favourite news service, such as BBC News1. Example query could be a keyword
Fukushima, a place of recent nuclear accident. First 10 most relevant results for this query
(as of 27th December 2011) are shown in table 3.1. The columns show order, title and the
date when the document was published. BBC search results page also shows first one or
two sentences from the document under the document title.
Lets now assume that this person has none or very little knowledge of this event and
wants to learn about it. A list of resources like the one shown in the table doesn’t tell
the user anything about how the resources are related to the even or among each other.
By going through the result list article by article user can eventually find the relevant
information, but this process requires examining the articles one by one. By looking at the
result list we can see that the results are very diverse, for instance the 9th retrieved article
obviously relates to business while the next (10th) might relate to environment and safety.
3.1.2 Example 2: Cultural Heritage Exploration
Another example could be exploration of cultural heritage artifacts collection. Such col-
lection could consist of various artifacts from different collections and sources and could
contain information about paintings, sculptures and other objects but also about historic
events, about buildings and their architecture or information about significant people in
history. Objects in such collection could be connected by historic period, architectural
style, by artist, author or by an event. Naturally we could display results of search in such
collection as a list or alongside a time axis. However the interesting connections that could
tell us more about the collection items would remain hidden or might be difficult to see.
1http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/
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1 Tree-Based Inference for Dirichlet Process Mixtures
2 R/BHC:Fast Bayesian Hierarchical Clustering for Microarray
Data
3 R/BHC: Fast bayesian Hierarchical clustering for microarray data
4 Discovering Non-binary Hierarchical Structures with Bayesian
Rose Trees
5 Bayesian Rose Trees
6 Bayesian rose trees
7 Robust methods in data mining
8 Unsupervised Learning
9 Tree-Structured Stick Breaking Processes for Hierarchical Model-
ing
10 Time-Sensitive Dirichlet Process Mixture Models
Table 3.2: Most similar articles to article Bayesian Hierarchical Clustering by Katherine
Heller and Zoubin Ghahramani retrieved by http://core.kmi.open.ac.uk/ as of 28th De-
cember 2011
In this case some form of visual representation of the links and relations in the content in
could help to understand the narrative and connections between the collection objects.
3.1.3 Example 3: Document Collection Exploration
Another example could be a simple document search, for instance in a digital library or a
repository. Documents contained in these collections can be research articles and papers,
popular literature or medical records. Such documents usually contain information about
authors, date of the publication of the document, publisher and place of publication etc.
A typical approach of displaying documents in such collection is (like in the two previous
examples) displaying them as a list.
One example of such collection is CORE 2. CORE collects scientific papers from Open
Access Repositories and analyzes them – calculates similarities between them. The user
can search this collection and explore documents by their similarity. The table 3.2 is
showing documents most closely related to the document Bayesian Hierarchical Clustering3
by Katherine Heller and Zoubin Ghahramani (this list was retrieved on 28th December
2011).
By looking at the list we can immediately see that documents 2 and 3 and documents
5 and 6 link to the same document. Documents 4, 5 and 6 will probably talk about similar
topics, just as documents 1 and 10. Document 7 relates to data mining, while document 8
will most likely talk about machine learning. There is a clear connection between some of the
documents, the small groups of documents seem to be cohesive. However this information
can only be obtained by going through the list item by item.
2http://core.kmi.open.ac.uk/
3http://core.kmi.open.ac.uk/display/22012
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3.2 Background
In this section I would like to introduce the basic concepts behind the task and to explain
how visualisation can be used to address some issues of current search interfaces.
3.2.1 Data, Information, Knowledge
Three most basic concepts that relate to the field are data, information and knowledge. Data
is stored facts, it carries no meaning by itself. Data are the metadata of documents without
any futher organisation. Information is data that was somehow processed, interpreted.
This interpretation might be classification, organisation or correction of the metadata.
Knowledge is gained by a person through processing data and information (by comparing,
contrasting, analysing and evaluating data and information), a knowledge of some topic
means that person is familiar with it. Sometimes we also talk about wisdom [25], which
stands above knowledge and might be characterised as the ability to utilise knowledge to
make wiser decisions.
3.2.2 Exploratory Search
The three examples described in the beginning of this chapter were mentioned in order
show how search is usually conducted and to point to some drawbacks of this approach. As
I will mention also in in Section 3.2.3, probably the majority of current search interfaces
present search results as a ranked list. This approach might be well suited for some search
tasks but unsatisfactory for others. In the Chapter 1 I talked about a division of search
tasks by Gary Marchionini [22]. He divides search tasks into lookup, learn and investigate
tasks. Learn and investigate tasks according to Marchionini constitute exploratory search.
His division is shown in Figure 3.1.
Figure 3.1: Types of search activities by G. Marchionini [22]
What this division shows us is the fact that user goals and reasons for searching can
vary. In some cases the users might be looking for a very specific information, they might
want to lookup and answer to a question or to retrieve well defined and structured data
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from a database. In other cases the search query might be very general or even ambiguous.
In such cases the users might need to analyze the results of search and reformulate the
query in order to get more specific results.
According to [33], in exploratory search users typically combine browsing and querying.
Zhang [35] describes browsing as a kind of activity where results are evaluated by user,
while querying results are retrieved and evaluated by the system. We could also say that
querying means retrieving a set of facts with no meaning and no relations while browsing
means extracting information from data and using this information to compare retrieved
objects and to assign them some weight. This situation is well shown in Figure 3.2. It
shows two levels of information as seen by Zhang [35]. Micro level of information stands
for single documents and their metadata with no relations. On the macro level documents
have some meaning and relate to each other.
Figure 3.2: Two levels of information as seen by J. Zhang [35]
A good search system with support for exploratory search should clearly access not
just the micro-level — retrieve just a set of documents without any further specification
of their relations or meaning. However many current search applications provide data or
information often only or mostly on the micro-level. This is happening even though the
exploratory search tasks constitute a significant portion of all searches.
Regarding the user goals and types of search tasks I would like to mention a study by
Andrei Broder [4] in which he conducted an analysis of web searches. He divides search
activities into three distinct types:
• Navigational. The user wants to navigate to a specific page.
• Informational. The user wants to acquire some information on a certain topic. In
this case the information might be present on multiple pages.
• Transactional. The user wants to perform some transaction, this might be opening
a video or shopping on a website
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According to the study [4] the informational queries represent the largest category.
Other studies came to similar results [21, 26].
Many different methods have been explored in order to support content exploration and
exploratory search. As pointed out in the introduction one of such methods is information
visualisation. The related work done in this field will be presented in Chapter 4. This
project aims to study this field and how it can be used to support exploration. As a
goal of this project I would like to design and implement a visual search interface which
would demonstrate the advantages of presenting search results visually. This visual search
interface should allow to utilise the existing relations between the items in the search result
list and graphically present these relations to the user.
3.2.3 Current search interfaces
A common search process could be divided in two steps: a query consisting of one or more
keywords is entered into the search system and subsequently the system responds with a
list of relevant items (documents). This list might or might not be sufficient depending on
the type of task. As I already mentioned, a typical example of exploratory search task is a
situation when person has none or very little knowledge of the topic. In this case the search
query would be probably very general or even ambiguous. After receiving the result list
the person will typically examine documents in the list and reformulate the search query
in order to get more relevant or more specific results. This approach runs into several
problems.
• Result list size. For instance a single search done using one of current popular
web search engines4,5,6 can result in a list consisting of even hundreds of millions
of documents. At the same time one person will probably examine only first few
documents of the list.
• Ranking of search results. In order to present the person with the most relevant
results first, the documents in the list are typically ranked according to various criteria.
One of such criteria might be their interconnection by links — one algorithm utilising
this approach is called PageRank (PageRank is used by well-known web search engine
Google4). This algorithm ranks documents based not on their content, but purely
on their “location in the Web’s graph structure” [24]. From a certain point of view
we could really say that documents with more links pointing to them would appear
more important. Trouble with such approach however is that it doesn’t provide any
information about “hidden” connections between documents like connection by their
topics, similarity or shared attributes.
• Search query ambiguity and results diversification. Typically the search query
is built using only few keywords which often have many interpretations [1]. This fact
is addressed using various results diversification methods — these methods aim to
avoiding situations when the search results are too homogeneous and contain repre-
sentation of only some facets the search query might have.
• Complicated browsing of search history. Current search tools usually don’t
provide any means of browsing search history. Every time a new search is done a new
4https://www.google.co.uk/
5http://www.bing.com/
6http://uk.yahoo.com/
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result list is returned. That means if person wants to review results of some previous
query he would have to reenter the query in the system and carry out new search.
Information visualisation provides means how to address some of these issues. Visual-
isation allows to display more information that a typical search interface using the same
space. Allowing the user to see more search results inside of one screen might be a way how
to deal with the result list size.
Visualisation are often used because of their ability to communicate information faster
than just with text. This ability can help the user to faster understand the meaning of
the visualised information and to direct him to interesting information. It can also help in
search results diversification.
Visualisations can also depict any number of documents, even from previous searches.
In Chapter 4 I will mention one visualisation [20] utilising search history to improve the
visualisation.
Finally, visualisation can also help to address the question of how to rank the result
list in order to provide more information about the content of the result list. Visualisation
can depict more types of metadata, more “dimensions” of the documents at once. The
visualisation developed during this project provides such feature. It can depict multiple
dimensions corresponding to different meta-information of the documents and each of the
dimensions contains a ranked list of results. This is one of the most important features of
the developed visual search interface.
3.2.4 Information Visualisation
Simply put information visualization is a way how information is presented to the user.
It is a way of spatially organizing information in order to show links, relationships and
other properties of the content. Visualization can be a way how more information can
be communicated than with textual representation, how information can be explored and
understood more easily. Visual perception is a sense which we use to navigate the world so
it would seem logical to use visualization for navigating through content [23].
The use of information visualisation for supporting exploratory search has been studied
by many researchers and is a popular topic among researchers. In Chapter 4 I will present
several such visual interfaces. However even though the field of information visualisations
has been fruitful there aren’t many visual search interfaces which would be preferred to
textual search interfaces or be used on daily basis. I tried to explore reasons behind this
before designing the search interface. Several researchers have conducted evaluations of
existing visual search interfaces and information visualisations. I examined these studies
and created a list of design principles which I believe should be considered when designing
a visualisation. These principles are listed in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 4
Related Work
Current approaches to visualising document collections can be divided according to the
granularity of information they provide about the collection into the following groups:
1. Collection level — visualise attributes of the collection. These visualisations typically
aim at providing a general overview of the collection content.
2. Document level — visualise attributes of the collection items, their mutual links and
relations.
3. Intra-document level — visualise the internal structure of a document, such as the
distribution of topics within the document.
In this paper, I am concerned with document level visualisations, however certain con-
cepts from collection level are also applicable.
Figure 4.1: TIARA visualisation showing visualisation of a field “cause of injury.” The x-
axis is showing time, while the y-axis is showing number of documents belonging to different
topics.
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Figure 4.2: FacetAtlas visualisation showing visualisation of a query word “diabetes”
4.1 Collection level visualisations
A well-known example of the first (collection level based) type of visualisations are tag
clouds [14] that visually (using attributes like font size and colour) communicate statistical
information (such as word, tag or topic frequency) about the collection.
A considerable number of collection-level visualisations focus on depicting topics or
themes contained in the collection. While the ThemeRiver [15] and the TIARA [32] (Figure
4.1) visualisations both show changes of themes in the collection over time, [6] use visu-
alisation to reveal theme structure of a collection (for example, an overview of Wikipedia
topics from their visualisation can be seen in Figure 4.3).
The FacetAtlas project [5] (Figure 4.2) focuses on multi-faceted documents and key-
words, and combines search with a visualisation depicting the keyword senses and different
relations between documents based on these senses. Collection level visualisations can also
be used for visualising document clusters in a collection. Galaxies [34] or InfoSky [12]
(Figure 4.4) are good examples of document cluster visualisations.
In the field of visualising research papers, we can also find a number of tools that aim
to create collection overviews. The GRIDL [29] is one such visualisation which purpose is
visualising search results in digital libraries. Other tools from this field include the ASE
[11] and NVSS [28] tools (Figure 4.8), which use citation networks.
Visualisations focused on collection level information are well suited for analytical and
statistical tasks. They can help in the exploration of the collection by providing an overview
of the collection content, like in the FacetAtlas [5] (Figure 4.2) or in the TIARA [32] (Figure
4.1). In this case, the exploration happens at the collection level which provides the user
with a general overview of the collection’s characteristics.
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Figure 4.3: Overview of Wikipedia topics from [6]
Figure 4.4: InfoSky visualisation
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Figure 4.5: A ThinkPedia visualisation showing articles related to “Semantic Web”
4.2 Document level visualisaitons
The second group of visualisations focuses on visualising document level properties. In
this paper, I am interested mainly in their use to aid information discovery and content
exploration. Regarding this area, a growing number of researchers have been interested
in various collections and networks which emerged on the Web in recent years, one such
collection being Wikipedia. Data from Wikipedia are hierarchically organised and highly
interlinked, which provides good foundation for visualisations.
Hirsch et. al. in [17] created two visualisations, one of them built upon Freebase (a
collection similar to Wikipedia) and the other upon Wikipedia (Figure 4.5). Both visu-
alisations present the user with articles related to the currently browsed article and with
types of connections between these articles. This way of visualising related articles helps
users to quickly explore relevant topics (information about places, people, etc.).
Milne and Witten in [23] (Figure 4.6) chose a slightly different approach. They utilised
suggestion of related articles and their clustering, thanks to which they could increase
legibility of the visualisation. This is an important quality which can influence whether the
user will use or abandon the visualisation.
The Wivi visualisation (Figure 4.7) created by [20] uses a different approach for sug-
gesting relevant articles. It builds a graph of already visited articles and suggests relevant
unvisited articles based on relevance to all articles in the browsing history. Relevance of
unvisited articles is indicated using a varying distance of articles in the visualisation.
Suggestion of relevant items based on multiple interesting documents (instead of one)
is a useful feature which might help to narrow the selection of relevant items. In the visual
search interface developed in this project, I utilise a similar approach. The user is given
the possibility to choose and add to the visualisation any documents and any number of
documents.
Regarding document level visualisations of collections of research papers I would like to
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Figure 4.6: A Hopara visualisation showing topics and articles related to article about
“Tacoma Narrows Bridge”
Figure 4.7: A Wivi visualisation
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Figure 4.8: A NVSS visualisation showing citations of articles from years 1991–1992
mention [31] (Figure 4.8) and [7] (Figure 4.9) tools which both provide a visualisation of
the local subgraph surrounding a specified document.
4.3 Browsing and query focused visualisations
Visual search interfaces can also be divided according to the way the exploration is carried
out. As I mentioned in section 3.2.2 J. Zhang [35] divides search tasks into the following
two groups (Figure 3.2) that are also applicable to visual search interfaces:
• Browsing-focused — The user starts exploration at a specific point in the collection
(typically a root document or a topic; usually the same point is used every time) from
which the user navigates through the collection.
• Query-focused — The user starts with a query, which determines the entry point from
which the exploration starts.
As in textual search interfaces, one way to visually explore document collections is to
start with an initial point and browse through the collection by navigating from this initial
point. The starting point might be, for example, an overview of the whole collection like in
[6] (Figure 4.3) and [12] (Figure 4.4) or it might be a root element of a hierarchy as in the
category view of the WikiVis visualisation described in [3] (Figure 4.10).
In contrast to this way of exploring the collection, the query-based search interfaces start
with the user specifying a query and building a visualisation based on one ([17], Figure 4.5
and [23], Figure 4.6) or multiple ([20], Figure 4.7) documents from this result list.
4.4 Selected approach
Regarding the two previously mentioned divisions, the visualisation described in this thesis
could be categorized as document and query based. It aims to visualise articles, related to
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Figure 4.9: The Apolo visualisation showing citation network around a selected article
Figure 4.10: A WikiVis visualisation
a user query and through showing relations between these articles to help user to decide
how and where to focus his further search and exploration.
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Chapter 5
Design principles of visual search
interfaces
In this chapter, some general design principles for creating document visualisations are
studied. I selected those that are relevant for visual search interfaces and I provide examples
of their use.
An empirical study of 6 visual interfaces was carried out by [8]. They concluded that
users typically perform better (in terms of efficiency and accuracy) with simpler visual
interfaces, regardless of their cognitive abilities. A similar study was conducted by Sebrechts
et al. [27] who performed a comparative evaluation of textual, 2D and 3D versions of the
NIRVE search interface.
The study pointed out that visual interfaces, in contrast to classical textual interfaces,
should simplify the process of accessing information. According to the authors, the usabil-
ity of visual interfaces is dependent on three factors: the visual interface, the task being
performed using this interface and the user performing the task. This means that visual
interfaces might be better suited for some information seeking tasks than others (for exam-
ple, visual search interfaces are probably better suited for exploratory tasks than for lookup
tasks).
Sebrechts et al. also observed several factors that affected the usability of the visual in-
terfaces: the use of colours, number of documents in the visualisation, fixed spatial location
of the visualisation and the difference between 2D and 3D interfaces. I have analysed these
factors, discovered interesting examples of their use in the design of visual search interfaces
and organised them into the following list of design principles.
5.1 Added value
First principle I would like to mention is added value1 with respect to a textual solution.
Every visual interface should provide an advantage over a textual interface. The visual
interface can assist in the discovery of different information that might otherwise be difficult
to see, it might increase the speed of communicating the information, it might help to
organise the information more clearly, etc.
According to [27, 2] the visual interface should reduce the mental workload of the user.
When document collection exploration is considered, relations between documents might be
1Added value stays at a different level of abstraction than the remaining design principles. It refers more
to the overall concept of the visual interface rather than how the visual interface is presented.
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easier to comprehend when using visual representation rather than textual. FacetAltas [5]
(Figure 4.2) is a good example of a visualisation which manages to graphically communicate
relations (in this case relations and connections between items based on different facets)
that would be difficult to present textually.
5.2 Simplicity
One of the main reasons why textual interfaces are often preferred over visual interfaces is
that they can be often used without almost any previous knowledge. This is due to their
simplicity and the fact their design mostly follows standard patterns. Visual interfaces that
are simple and do not require any learning curve have been found generally better than
more complex ones [8]. I am not aware of any popular visual search interface that would
be preferred over a textual one for its simplicity.
5.3 Visual legibility
Visual legibility strongly influences user experience with the search interface. Hardly read-
able text labels, overlapping items or too many items in the view may be a reason for
the user to prefer a textual interface even if the visual interface conveys more information.
For example, Hopara search interface [23] (Figure 4.6) accomplishes legibility by the use of
document clustering and by suggestion of relevant topics.
5.4 Use of colours
Use of colours is a simple but a very powerful tool. Colours can help to immediately
identify a shared feature, the type of a relation, a membership in a group, etc. The study
[27] pointed out that colours helped to immediately identify groups of articles (regardless
of the type or dimension of the interface). [20] (Figure 4.7) and [5] (Figure 4.2) show how
colours can be used in visual search interfaces.
5.5 Dimension
Dimension of the visualisation projection. 3D interfaces might be useful and legible in some
cases but inconvenient in other cases. A disadvantage of 3D interfaces is that not all parts
of the visualisation might be visible in a single view (as in WikiVis visualisation presented
in [3], Figure 4.10) — this reduces the legibility and makes the navigation more difficult.
5.6 Fixed spatial location
Fixed spatial location of the visualisation. Sebrechts et al. [27] point out that once users
started to rotate the 3D visual interface, they lost track of relations that were no longer
visible. This might apply also to 2D interfaces which require zooming. As a result, it is
important to consider the use of features, such as rotation and zooming, and what effect
they have on navigation.
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Chapter 6
Analysis
This chapter aims to analyse the task of the project in detail and to explain which problems
and challenges had to be addressed during the design and development of the interface. It
also describes the two document collections which were used for demonstrating the func-
tionality of the visualisation.
6.1 Task
The main aim of the project was briefly outlined in chapter 2. The goal was to develop
a visual interface for visualising a set of objects (like documents or records) relevant to
a specific query. The main reason behind the requirement for developing a visual search
interface was to support exploratory search in collections of objects. This interface had to
be easily applicable in different domains. Initially the interface had to be applied in the
following two fields:
1. Exploration of scientific publications.
2. Exploration of cultural heritage content.
6.2 Exploration of scientific publications
One of the fields where the visualisation had to be applied was exploration of a collection
of scientific publications. By scientific publications we can understand any documents like
research papers and reports, theses and dissertations. A collection of this kind might be
for example a digital library or a university repository.
Documents in such collection are typically described according to basic metadata like
author, publisher, date of publication, type of the publication, etc. These types of metadata
are explicit (and typically are entered into the repository by a responsible person). The
repository then usually provides a search interface that offers search in this metadata and/or
in the full text of the publication.
These types of documents also carry other types of metadata, which are not explicit and
might need to extracted from the documents. This implicit metadata might be semantic
similarity of documents, automatically extracted entities and concepts or a citation network
created from these documents.
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Figure 6.1: Visualisation of similar documents from CORE
A particular document collection which was used for developing the visualisation is
CORE1 which was briefly introduced in Section 3.1.3. CORE is a service that aims to
provide access to documents from many Open Access repositories2. Apart of harvesting
documents, CORE aims to also improve search and navigation in the collection by analysing
the documents and extracting some additional metadata. Particularly, CORE provides
information about semantic similarity of documents and extracts citations from documents.
The collection can be accessed through a textual search interface, through an API or through
a mobile application (which also provides a textual search interface).
The main motivation for this project was in improving content exploration and ex-
ploratory search in the CORE collection. CORE currently provides a visualisation of sim-
ilar documents (Figure 6.1), however this visualisation only depicts a limited number of
documents and only alongside the dimension of similar documents.
6.3 Exploration of cultural heritage content
Second field where the visual search interface had to be applied was exploration of cultural
heritage collection. This field was briefly introduced in Section 3.1.2. By a cultural heritage
collection we can understand a collection of objects in a museum, gallery or a historical
archive. A typical museum collection will probably contain information about objects like
paintings, sculptures and other artistic objects, information about archaeological objects
or about antiquities, information about people, places and events, etc., depending on the
type of the collection.
Documents in such collection are (as in the collection of scientific publications) typically
described according to some explicit metadata, like style, historical period, type of item,
1http://core.kmi.open.ac.uk/
2CORE currently — as of 20th July — contains well over 8 million documents of which about 400 000
documents are full text documents.
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artist or owner, etc. Each item in the collection can be described by a set of such properties.
This type of collection will probably contain many links and relations between the collection
items. Some of these connections are created through a shared property — through an artist
who created the item, through a historical perid or through a shared style or type of item.
Other types of connections might be created for example through an event — one artist
might have influenced another, two items might have been mentioned in the same book,
etc.
One such collection of cultural heritage objects is Decipher3. As part of this project
it was required to demonstrate the use of the visualisation on this collection. Decipher
represents information about objects, people or places as events instead of representing
each object as a set of properties, which differentiates it from typical museums or gallery
collections.
For example a painting “Lady with an Ermine” can be described by an event “Leonardo
da Vinci painted ‘Lady with an Ermine’ between the years 1489 and 1490.” Other events
that describe this painting would be for example “Cecilia Gallerani was portrayed by
Leonardo da Vinci in 1489” and “The ‘Lady with an Ermine’ was acquired by Prince Adam
Jerzy Czartoryski in 1798”. Each of these events is described by a set of properties that
correspond to specific dimensions. These dimensions can be for example ‘a type of object’
(painting, “Lady with an Ermine”), ‘agent’ (Leonardo da Vinci, Cecilia Gallerani, Prince
Adam Jerzy Czartoryski) or ‘activity’ (paint, acquire). Using this form of description any
object can be characterised.
Such detailed and complete metadata as in the Decipher collection are well suited for
search and for creating visualisations. Decipher already provides timeline and map views
for presenting the data visually, however it doesn’t provide any general visualisation that
could be utilised for exploratory search. This functionality was required from the visual
search search interface that was developed in this project.
6.4 Problems
The following section deals with some problems and challenges that had to be addressed
during the project.
6.4.1 Metadata
One of the problems during the design and development of the interface was incomplete or
missing metadata. In the Chapter 4 I presented several visualisations that were utilising
well structured and interlinked collections like Wikipedia4 or Freebase5. However many
real world document collections might not be so well interlinked, classified and categorised.
Previously in this chapter I introduced two document collections which were utilised in this
project. Documents from the Decipher collection were very well structured and organised.
On the other hand, documents from CORE contained basic metadata, information about
similarity of documents and in some cases also citations and extracted concepts, however
there was no hierarchical organisation that would structure documents by topic, field or
category. One of the challenges during the design and development of the interface was
3http://decipher.open.ac.uk/project/
4http://www.wikipedia.org/
5http://www.freebase.com/
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how to visually structure the collection and which features and information to use in the
visualisation.
6.4.2 Visualised set of documents
In Chapter 3 I pointed out that one of the advantages of using visual interfaces in contrast
to textual ones is in the ability to show more documents at the same time. This ability of
visualisations could help to reduce one of the issues of current search interfaces — too big
search result list. However with the ability of showing more documents at once comes the
question of how many documents can be visualised without loosing legibility and also how
many documents can the user still comprehend. The question is also which documents from
the result set should be selected for visualisation as the best representation of the result
set.
6.4.3 Simplicity and usability
Following the design principles listed in Chapter 5 I was also concerned about the simplicity
and usability of the visualisation. For example, the CORE project already offers a textual
search interface which is used by hundreds of users every day6. The textual interface uses
standard design or pattern used in the majority of current search engines and interfaces,
therefore the users are able to work with the interface almost immediately. On the other
hand, if the users start to use the visual interface, it will probably take them some time to
learn to work with the interface and to explore its features. The interface should simplify
and shorten this process as much as possible. The use of visualisation also brings some
additional requirements for hardware and software equipment. These requirements should
preferably also be minimised.
6.4.4 Added value
The visual interface should bring some added value compared to textual search interface.
It should show some relations and connections that aren’t immediately visible when using
the textual interface. The CORE project currently already provides a simple visualisation
of documents similar to the specified document. This visualisation is shown in Figure
6.1. It depicts the selected document in the center of the visualisation and surrounding
are documents similar to this document. Links between the nodes show how similar the
documents are (stronger link stands for higher similarity) and if the documents share an
author (link with a different color-coding). The requirement for the visualisation was to
provide an improvement over the current visualisation — to depict more documents and/or
more information and to provide an interface that would better support exploration of
related documents.
6.4.5 Applicability in different collections
In the beginning of this chapter I presented two different document collections that were
utilised in the project. It was required to provide a visualisation that would be applicable
in these two collections but also in any other document collection, regardless of the types
of the documents contained in the collection.
6http://core.kmi.open.ac.uk/search
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Chapter 7
Design
This chapter describes the design of the visual search interface. The design of the visual-
isation is based on the design principles presented in Chapter 5 and takes in account the
problems outlined in Chapter 6.
7.1 Considered types of document collections
One of the main requirements for the visualisation was to provide added value not just in
contrast to classical textual search interfaces but also to the existing visualisation, which is
part of the CORE application 6.4.4. In order to achieve this I looked at the documents as
to a set of dimensions (sometimes these are called facets). Every document in a collection
is defined according to this set. The dimensions are typically of different types. Each
document can be described by a set of properties each of which expresses the value of a
corresponding dimension.
Although the specific dimensions are dependent on the document collection domain,
they are in a real-world document collection always present. For example, an article in a
news collection can be described by the properties corresponding to dimensions, such as
time, themes, locations, relations to other articles. Documents describing cultural heritage
artifacts can be characterised by artifact type, historical period, style, material, etc. Simi-
larly, research articles can be represented by citations, authors, concepts, similarities with
other research articles, etc. Each dimension offers a different point of view on the specified
document and on documents that relate to it.
These document properties are either explicit or implicit. Explicit properties relate to
user defined properties, typically citations, authors, location. Implicit properties refer to
properties, such as document similarity, which usually need to be discovered. Many visual
interfaces are tailored to specific domains and their dimensions. In this project, all types
of document collections are considered.
7.1.1 Links between documents
These dimensions, which define documents in the collection, can have both internal links
and links among the dimension. For example, we can have a scientific article which is
defined by its authors, similar documents and the topics it talks about. The documents
similar to this article might be similar between each other — these are internal links. The
similar documents might also share an author or a topic with the specified article — these
are links among dimensions. In the visualisation I aimed to reveal these links and to allow
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Figure 7.1: Preview of the visual search interface, showing one document in the document
stack and its relations
the user to compare and contrast them. This revealed relations should then help the user to
understand better the relevance and relation of the specified document to other documents
and to decide how to focus further search.
7.1.2 Comparing multiple documents
To better aid the exploration of interesting content the visualisation also allows the compar-
ison of multiple documents at once. This approach can help to reveal common attributes
of the selected documents and to reveal their mutual connections. I believe the ability
to visualise links inside and between dimensions and to compare documents presents the
added value of the visualisation. This feature can also help to reduce the problem of se-
lecting relevant documents for the visualisation. If the visualisation could show multiple
dimensions at once, it should help the user to faster understand what is the meaning of the
visualised documents while allowing him to see more documents than textual search, using
the same space.
7.2 Objectives
To summarize the previous section, the visual search interface is based on the combination
of the following principles which differentiate this approach from previous work:
• Support for comparing and contrasting content. The search interface should offer the
means for comparing and contrasting properties of multiple documents.
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Figure 7.2: Discovering interesting connections across dimensions by selecting a relevant
document
• Support for exploration across dimensions. The search interface should help assist
in the discovery of interesting relationships across dimensions by taking into account
multiple aspects simultaneously.
• Universal approach to the visualised dimensions. The visual search interface can be
adapted to any document collection.
While the first two principles are difficult to realise in textual search interfaces, satisfying
the third one is a challenge for visual interfaces. The contribution of this project is in
addressing these principles at once.
7.3 Functionality
The proposed visual search interface consists of a visualisation area which is supported by
a left and right sidebar. The left sidebar features a search box, which is the starting point
of visual search, and an area for the search results. In the first step, the user enters an
initial query into the search box and a list of relevant documents will be displayed. The
user can select one of the documents and see its details in the right sidebar. Any of these
documents can be dragged into the visualisation area, which initialises the visualisation.
The visualisation enables the user to perform the following activities: exploring document
relations, discovering interesting connections across dimensions, comparing and contrasting
documents.
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Figure 7.3: Comparing and contrasting documents
7.3.1 Exploring document relations
The visualisation itself shows the selected document in the centre of the screen in an area
which is called the document stack. Any number of documents can be added to the docu-
ment stack. This area is surrounded by a set of predefined dimensions that are suitable for
the visualised document collection. Figure 7.1 shows the dimensions relevant to the domain
of scientific articles (this is a version of the visualisation integrated into the CORE applica-
tion 3.1.3). For this example, I chose document authors, concepts (the document topics or
themes), similar documents and citations. In a typical collection, there will be many docu-
ments related to the content of the document stack and the user can scroll through them.
Each of the dimensions offers a different view on the related documents. For example, the
area showing document authors might reveal other documents from the same authors. Sim-
ilarly, the concepts area enables the user to explore documents discussing the same topics.
Some of the areas can be customised to further specify the relatedness criteria. This can
be achieved by modifying the dimension settings that appear in the bottom right sidebar.
For instance, the visualisation allows deselecting any of the concepts in the concepts view
and consequently fine-tuning the list of the relevant documents.
7.3.2 Discovering interesting connections across dimensions
Just like the documents in the stack, the related documents are also described by the same
set of properties — authors, concepts, similar documents and citations. These documents
relate not only to the document stack, but also to one another, across the dimensions. For
example, one of the cited documents can share an author with a document in the stack.
The cited document will appear in two views — in the authors view and in the citations
view. The visualisation displays these connections using thin lines. If the same document
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Figure 7.4: Comparison of union and intersection mode
appears in multiple views, it will be connected by a thicker connecting line.
Any of the related documents can be selected in order to reveal connections across
dimensions (using a small reveal connections icon which appears after hovering over the
related document). This is used to highlight only the documents that relate to both the
document stack and the selected document. As shown in Figure 7.2, the interface adjusts
the content displayed and hides documents that are not related to the selected document.
7.3.3 Comparing and contrasting documents in the document stack
At any time, the user can drag more documents displayed in the visualisation area or in
the left sidebar to the document stack. This allows the comparing and contrasting of their
properties and relations. The documents in the stack can share any properties. The user
can switch between the union and intersection mode as shown in Figure 7.3 to see all
the properties and relations of the documents in the stack or only the shared properties
and relations. Figure 7.4 is showing comparison of union and intersection mode of two
documents in document stack. Visualised documents can be removed from the document
stack by clicking at a minus icon that appears after hovering over a document in the stack.
7.4 Application in cultural heritage collection
The previous section demonstrated how the visual search interface can be applied in the
domain of research papers. As part of the project it was required to apply the visual search
interface also in the field of cultural heritage content. Unfortunately at the time of writing
this text the project Decipher, which was planned to be used for the visualisation 6.3, was
still under development and its data collection was not accessible. Therefore in this case
the demonstration of usage of the visual search interface was done as a mockup on a very
small set of sample data.
For the field of cultural heritage content I chose to visualise the following dimensions:
agents, objects, activities and locations. These dimensions were described in Chapter Anal-
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Figure 7.5: Visualisation of content related to one historic event
Figure 7.6: Visualisation of content related to one historic event, filtered by one selected
document and by fine-tuning location settings
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Figure 7.7: Visualisation of the intersection mode of multiple events
ysis 6.3. The Figure 7.5 is showing a visualisation of content related to an event “Denis
Mahon Wrote A Letter To Lord Silkin, 22nd June 1957.” The Figure shows that in the
case of cultural heritage content, each of the dimensions offers additional settings which can
help to better specify the results. For example the locations dimensions offers a selection
of a specific place or places, which is show in Figure 7.6. Figure 7.7 depicts the content
related to two selected documents, in this case the visual search interface is showing the
intersection mode.
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Chapter 8
Implementation
This chapter describes the implementation part of this project — the development of the
designed visual search interface. It explains which technologies were used for the visualisa-
tion, the architecture of the application and implementation process.
8.1 Preparation
8.1.1 Basic data set
As I mentioned in Chapter 7.4 the project Decipher was at the time of writing this thesis still
at development and its data collection isn’t yet available. Therefore the CORE collection
(described in Chapter 6) was selected as the basic data set for the development of the
project. It provides a big set of documents with basic metadata, with information about
document similarity and in case of documents will full text also information about citations.
As described in chapter 7 I decided to visualise the documents along found dimensions:
dimension of authors, dimension of similar documents, dimension of cited documents and
dimension of document concepts (topics). Unfortunately in the case of citations only few
of them link to another document from CORE, most citations are stored only as a title.
As a result, in the final visualisation the dimension of citations is often empty. Also not all
documents from CORE contain information about concepts.
8.1.2 Visualisation tools
The visualisation was implemented as a web browser application. For creating the visuali-
sation itself I needed to choose a visualisation tool. At the beginning of the development of
the application I experimented with multiple visualisation libraries and tools that can help
create visualisations for the web. Following is an overview of some popular visualisation
tools:
• Arbor1 Arbor is a visualization tool which provides algorithm for creating force-
directed layouts. It uses jQuery and webworkers. This tool is used by CORE project
to create their visualization (figure 6.1).
• Prefuse Flare2 “is an ActionScript library for creating visualizations that run in the
Adobe Flash Player” [19]. It supports many different types of graphs from simple
1http://arborjs.org/
2http://flare.prefuse.org/
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Figure 8.1: Client-server architecture of the visualisation
to very complex ones. It is used by two visualizations I mentioned in section 4 – by
Hopara (figure 4.6) and Wivi (figure 4.7).
• Processing.js3 is a JavaScript library for creating visualizations using Processing vi-
sual language. Visualizations can be created either with Processing language or using
JavaScript. Processing.js is used for instance by visual web browser Ask Ken4.
• InfoVis Toolkit5 is another JavaScript library. Just as the two previously mentioned
libraries, InfoVis supports different types of graphs and visualizations such as force-
directed layout or tree graphs.
• Protovis6 and D3.js7 Protovis uses JavaScript and SVG (SVG is a language for de-
scribing 2D vector graphics using XML). Protovis is no longer in development, how-
ever it was replaced by a very similar tool called D3. D3 uses JavaScript and works
with DOM (Document Object Model) to create visualizations.
• HTML5 8 The latest version of HTML provides canvas element for 2D drawing which
can be used in combination with JavaScript to create visualisations.
After testing the available tools the choice fell on the combination of HTML5, CSS3 and
JavaScript. The elements of the visualisation are styled and positioned using CSS3. HTML5
is a relatively new technology (currently, as of July 2012, it is still under development [9]),
however its basic features are already supported by the major web browsers (including web
browsers for mobile devices) [10]. This and the fact I wanted to familiarise myself with a
3http://processingjs.org/
4http://askken.heroku.com/
5http://thejit.org/
6http://mbostock.github.com/protovis/
7http://mbostock.github.com/d3/
8http://www.w3.org/TR/html5/
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popular new technology were among the main reasons why I chose HTML5 for creating the
visualisation.
8.2 Layers of the application
The visualisation (the client) communicates with the server using REST (Representational
State Transfer) architecture. The client requests metadata from the server and builds the
visualisation upon this metadata. The communication between the client and the server
requires three methods and a specific data format, therefore it was also necessary to develop
the server side services. The CORE application is created in Java language and is using
Spring Framework MVC architecture, so the choice of the server-side technologies was
simple. The basic architecture of the visualisation is shown in Figure 8.1.
8.2.1 Server-side
The visualisation requires access to three REST resources, which are listed in table 8.1. The
communication between the server and the client is done via JSON format. The required
format of the response can be found in the application documentation.
The server side code of the application is using existing CORE classes for accessing
index with documents and for accessing database, which stores information about document
similarities. The requests from client are processed by DocVisController class. This class
receives requests from the client, calls the appropriate classes and sends responses back
to the client. For converting the responses to the JSON format I utilised the Google
GSON library9. Search is done using DocumentSearcher class from CORE. For loading
the dimensions of a document and links between documents in these dimensions I created
a class MetadataManager. This class uses DocumentSearcher and SimilaritySearcher
classes from CORE for loading the related documents. After all documents are loaded,
the class compares all documents in all dimensions and searches for connections to other
documents. The DocumentMetadata and the MetadataWrapper classes are used to build
the list of dimensions and documents within the dimensions. The MetadataWrapper class
is then converted to JSON using the Google Gson library9. Class diagram of the server-side
of the application is shown in Figure 8.2.
8.2.2 Client-side
The client side of the application is using HTML5, CSS3 and JavaScript. The code of the
web page with the visualisation is created using JSP, which is the technology CORE uses for
creating the web site, however it can be simply converted to pure HTML. The elements of
the visualisation are created using HTML5 and are positioned and styled using CSS3. The
page contains the HTML canvas element, which is used for drawing connections between
articles. The functionality of the visualisation is created using JavaScript. For simplifying
work with JavaScript I utilised jQuery library10,11 and several jQuery plugings, particularly
jCanvas12 for simpler work with the HTML5 canvas, jQuery Templates13 and jScrollPane14.
9http://code.google.com/p/google-gson/
10http://jquery.com/
11http://jqueryui.com/
12http://calebevans.me/projects/jcanvas/index.php
13http://api.jquery.com/jquery.tmpl/
14http://jscrollpane.kelvinluck.com/
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Resource URI Method Response Description
format
/metadata/{documentId} GET JSON Retrieve metadata
(dimensions) of a document
specified by ID.
/detail/{documentId} GET JSON Retrieve details
of a document specified
by ID.
/search/{searchCriteria} GET JSON Search for specified
criteria and return
list of articles.
Table 8.1: REST resources requested by the visualisation
When the visualisation is loaded, the JavaScript code sends AJAX requests to the server
(listed in 8.1), fills the page with the received data and creates the visualisation (draws
connections between documents and provides the filtering, scrolling and other functionality
of the visualisation) upon the received data. Detailed description of the client-side functions
can be found in the application documentation.
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Figure 8.2: Class diagram of the server-side of the application
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Chapter 9
Testing and Evaluation
This chapter describes the process of testing and evaluating the application.
9.1 Testing
The visualisation was tested using operating systems Windows 7, Mac OS X Lion and
Ubuntu Linux and web browsers listed in table 9.1. The table shows which browser version
was used in each system. Visualisation works correctly in all listed browsers.
Windows 7 Mac OS X Lion Ubuntu Linux
Google Chrome 20.0 20.0 18.0
Mozilla Firefox 14.0 12.0 11.0
Opera 12.00 12.00 12.00
Safari - 5.1.7 -
Table 9.1: List of operating systems and web browsers used for testing the visualisation
9.2 Evaluation
After implementing the visualisation I conducted a qualitative evaluation through an anony-
mous user study to gain data on how the users benefit from the visualisation. The evaluation
was done using document collection from the CORE. I focused on comparing how the vi-
sualisation supported exploration in contrast to the textual interface that CORE provides.
The visualisation was tested and evaluated by six participants, two of them were women.
The participants were asked to browse some subject they were interested in and to try
to search for some interesting documents that relate to their selected subject. They were
asked to perform this action using the textual search interface and the visual search inter-
face. Following that the participants were asked to fill in a questionnaire which consisted
of the following questions:
• Knowledge and skill of participants
– How often do you use CORE?
– Do you use the search feature of CORE?
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– How would you rate your computer skills?
– How well did you know the subject you were searching for?
• Comparison of the visual and textual search interfaces of CORE
– Would you say that the textual search interface of CORE helped you to find
interesting content related to your subject?
– How many interesting documents you found using the textual search interface?
– Would you say that the visual search interface of CORE helped you to find
interesting content related to your subject?
– How many interesting documents you found using the visual search interface?
– How much did the visual search interface help you with search in contrast to the
textual representation?
• Features of the visual search interface
– How much did the ability to see related documents divided into dimensions help
you with search?
– How much did the ability to contrast multiple documents help you with search?
– How much did the ability to switch between union and intersection mode help
you with search?
• Overall rating
– How do you rate the usefulness of the graphical representation in general?
– Please rate the textual and the visual search interface.
– Would you use the visual search interface in the future, if it was implemented in
other document collections, like Wikipedia?
9.3 Results
9.3.1 Knowledge and skills of participants
The first set of questions was aimed at gathering information about the computer skills of
the participants, about their previous experience with CORE and with its search feature
and their knowledge of the topic they chose to explore. None of the participants was using
CORE for searching for documents and majority weren’t familiar with the system at all.
Only one of the participants stated he was using the CORE search feature. Majority of
the participants said their computer skills were above average. The fourth question aimed
at determining how well did the participants know the topic which they chose. All of the
participants chose a topic they were at least aware of, majority chose a topic they were
about moderately familiar with.
9.3.2 Comparison of the visual and textual search interfaces of CORE
The second set of questions was aimed at comparing the textual and visual search interfaces
of CORE. It was focused at comparing how do both interfaces support exploration of
interesting content. It was interesting to see that only those participants who were familiar
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with the system felt that the textual search interface of CORE helped them to find relevant
content. This might suggest that the textual search interface is missing features that
would support exploratory search. On the contrary all of the participants felt that the
visual search interface helped them with exploration and they all managed to find more
interesting articles using the visual search interface than using the textual search interface.
The last question of this set received the most interesting responses. Some of the responses
pointed out that using the textual search interface one must clearly specify the search query
in order to receive satisfactory results:
“. . .through the CORE textual interface the only possibility to find relevant
documents is to put the right title in the query or by browsing through similar
documents.”
“I would use classic search for quick searching or in case I know the name
of paper (so I know exactly what I want).”
With the visual search interface all participants seemed to agree it can aid to explore
interesting content. One of the participants even wrote the visual search is more enjoyable.
“I got definitely better results with the visual search. It helped me to find
related articles.”
“The visual search gives you nice overview on one page and shows the results
more clearly.”
“In the visual interface there is in addition a possibility to see documents
sharing the same author and concepts, which is helpful. And browsing the
documents is much more fun!”
9.3.3 Features of the visual search interface
The third set of questions was focused on discovering what benefit did the features of the
visual search interface bring. In general, the participants felt the ability to see different
dimensions of a document as well as the ability to compare multiple documents helped
them to reveal interesting content. The most positive responses were towards the ability to
see related documents divided into dimensions:
“It made it (the search) quicker and clearer.”
“This was the most helpful feature for me.”
Also the ability to compare and contrast multiple documents at once was in general
regarded helpful. One of the participants felt it would be more significant on a larger
collection of documents. The participants were a little more sceptical about the union and
intersection modes, from the responses it seemed this wasn’t an often used feature.
“. . .if the collection was larger this could help to refine the results.”
“I tried it once, but the intersection mode seems quite useful.”
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9.3.4 Overall rating
The overall rating of usefulness of the visual search interface was mostly positive. It was felt
the visual search interface has the potential of helping to discover more relevant content —
one participant used the words “. . .when I don’t know the exact name of what I am looking
for. . .” However it seemed that some of the participants, especially if they had no previous
experience with the CORE, took some time to learn how to work with the visualisation.
One of the participants expressed this with the following words:
“I think one needs to get used to this kind of interface to get the most out
of it. Using of some features is not very intuitive and can be confusing at the
beginning, but after little introduction it turns into a useful tool.”
All participants agreed they would be interested in using the visual search interface in
other collections.
9.4 Conclusion
The results of the evaluation has shown the interest of the participants in using the visual
search interface. The study suggests that some form of visualising search results in order to
show relations in the content would be a welcomed feature. Unfortunately most participants
rated their computer skills as high so the evaluation is missing an opinion of a technically
less skilled person. As some of the participants expressed, the visual interface had a learning
curve, which might be in case of less skilled person even slower. This could be a major
drawback of the visual interface and should be in the future addressed by possibly providing
the novice users with a manual on how to start working with the interface or by providing
them with a simpler version of the interface (maybe with some features disabled).
It would be also interesting to apply the visual search interface in more document
collections, preferably in a collection with many users. Because most of the participants
were not familiar with the CORE it took them a while to discover what types of documents
does the collection offer and what could they search for.
The overall rating of the visual search interface seemed positive, especially in comparison
with the textual search interface of CORE. It seemed the participants preferred the visual
search interface for its ability to show different dimensions of a document and to show
connections between documents.
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Chapter 10
Discussion
10.1 Application in other domains
In Chapter 7, I have described the functionality of the visual search interface and demon-
strated how it can be applied in the domain of research papers. The functionality and the
interface design are universal and can be used in any document collection. For example,
the interface could be applied on a collection of news articles. The dimensions in this case
might be time, location, topic, author, links to other news articles, etc. Even though the
use of the interface was demonstrated on a domain with four dimensions, the principles and
the functionality are the same. The only difference is in the number of dimensions. The
maximum number of dimensions is in theory not restricted, the only restrictions being the
size and resolution of the screen and the limitations of human perception. If more views
than what can fit on the screen need to be visualised, the interface should allow the user to
select the desired combination, but should not allow visualising more than the maximum
number to keep the interface simple and legible.
10.2 Project contribution
In Chapter Related Work 4, the document collection visualisations were divided according
to the granularity of information they provide about the collection. I mentioned some
collection-level visualisation tools for visualising collecitons of research papers. Particularly
I mentioned the ASE [11], NVSS [28] (Figure 4.8) and GRIDL [29] tools. While these tools
can be classified as collection level visualisations, the visualisation developed by this project
provide a document level visualisation.
I also mentioned some document level visualisations which provide a visualisation of the
local subgraph surrounding a specified document. In contrast, the developed tool provides
a view on multiple dimensions of a specified document (or a set of documents) and relations
between these dimensions. Another difference is that the designed visual search interface
allows search results in these dimensions to be ranked, ordered according to their relevance
and paginated, preserving a key feature of traditional search interfaces. This feature is
difficult to provide in visualisations of the local subgraph surrounding a specified document
and I am not aware of any such interface that would support it.
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10.3 Support of exploratory search
In the design of the presented visual search interface, I aimed at addressing some of the
main issues of current search interfaces. The presented interface addresses the two problems
mentioned in the introduction: information overload and “lost in hyperspace.” The inter-
face mitigates information overload in two ways. It (a) helps the user to identify different
types of connections between documents and (b) it also helps to explain their meaning. I
believe this makes it easier for the user to find important information and comprehend it.
It also prevents the users from “getting lost” in the document space by allowing them to
add new documents into the stack without the necessity to leave the current position.
The connections in the visual interface correspond to correlations between dimensions.
Current search engines typically evaluate the relevance of a user query with respect to
all these dimensions at once, which might make it more difficult for the user to discover
these correlations. While this behaviour of search engines is often desirable (as it hides
complexity), I believe it is not always the case when exploratory search is needed. For
example, in the domain of research publications, if there is a large number of connections
between similar documents and citations (relevant to the documents in the stack) indicating
a strong correlation between these two dimensions, it probably means that the citations
used in the research papers cover well the visualised domain. If this correlation appears
between authors and citations, but does not appears between other dimensions, it might
indicate that authors do not refer to similar work but rather cite their own papers. These
correlations are difficult to spot when using traditional search engines.
10.4 Natural language processing tools for generating meta-
data
In Chapter 6 I mentioned some of the problems I had to face during the design and devel-
opment of the visual search interface. One of the main problems were incomplete or even
missing metadata. We might only have a collection of documents without any metadata at
all. In such cases in order to build a visualisation or to be able to search the collection it
is necessary to extract the metadata from the documents. Various natural language pro-
cessing methods and tools exist that can help with this task, from online tools to libraries
for different languages. Implicit metadata like title of the document, author or year of
publication doesn’t typically change and therefore can be extracted and stored before the
visualisation is used. However we might also require to use implicit metadata like semantic
similarity of documents or information about document clusters and which cluster does
the document belong to. This information typically changes with the changing content of
the collection. For example, if the collection is constantly growing and new documents are
being added, we might discover new clusters or new similar documents. In such case it
is necessary to re-calculate the similarities or the clusters every time new documents are
added or every time the visualisation is used. Calculating this metadata every time new
documents are added might be very time consuming if the documents are added to the col-
lection very often. On the other hand if this metadata is calculated when the visualisation
is requested it can slow down the visualisation and worsen the user experience. The type
of collection and the way it is used should be the factors for deciding how the metadata
should be extracted and/or calculated.
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Chapter 11
Conclusion
The task of this project was to create a visualisation of documents in a collection that would
support content exploration and exploratory search in this collection. This visual search
interface was required to be general and applicable in any document collection, regardless
of the type of documents in the collection.
I analysed common design principles of document visualisations and, based on these
principles, I managed to design and develop a novel document level query focused visual
search interface and to demonstrate its application in two different document collections —
in a collection of scientific publications and in cultural heritage collection. I also analysed
common design principles for creating visualisation and listed these principles in the thesis.
The contribution of my approach is in the combination of the following aspects: support for
comparing and contrasting content, support for the discovery and exploration of content
across dimensions, and adaptability of the visual interface to different domains.
Following the implementation of the visual search interface I also conducted a qualitative
evaluation. The evaluation has shown that the designed visual search interface helped
exploratory search, which was the main aim and focus of the visualisation. According to
results of the evaluation the users would be interested in using the visual search interface
in the future.
As a future work, I would like to provide the technical support for reusing the visual
search interface in other domains by the means of an API. This API would make it possible
to use this search interface in different types of document collections. The user would
provide a definition of dimensions (a description of the types of information shown in each
dimension) and a response for each method listed in Table 8.1. The API would then build
a visualisation on top of the metadata received from the server.
In Section 9 I presented results of a qualitative evaluation done on the domain of scien-
tific publications. I would also like to perform a user study of the visualisation implemented
to a different collection. The results of the user study should help to fine-tune the approach
and to demonstrate the usability of the application in different collections.
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Appendix A
CD content
This thesis comes with a DVD containing all data of the project. The final version of this
text can be found in a root directory of this DVD in PDF format. There are also two
subdirectories in this directory:
doc/ directory
• doc/client
Software documentation of client-side code in HTML format.
• doc/server
Software documentation of server-side code in HTML format.
• doc/thesis
Source codes of this thesis, in LaTEX format.
src/ directory
• src/client
Client-side source codes.
• src/server
Server-side source codes.
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Appendix B
Usage manual
The following chapter constitutes a graphical manual explaining in steps the usage of the
visualisation.
(1) The empty visualisation. The left column of the visualisation features a search box.
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(2) After searching the left column will display the list of results. A header of any document
from the result list can be clicked in order to view details of this document in the right
column.
(3) Any document from the left column with search result can be dragged and dropped to
the central part of the visualisation called document stack.
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(4) Dropping a document into document stack will initialise the visualisation. Any docu-
ment can be removed from stack.
(5) Dimensions, which contain more documents that can be displayed, can be scrolled using
the small arrows above and below the documents in the dimension.
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(6) Some dimensions offer additional settings. These settings can be displayed in the right
bottom corner of the visualisation by clicking on a dimension. Each of these settings can
be switched off or on by clicking on a small cross next to the title. This will fine-tune the
results in the dimension.
(7) Dimensions can be filtered also according to shared properties of documents in stack
and of any document in any dimension. This filter can be activated by clicking on a small
icon which is revealed after hovering over the document.
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(8) Multiple documents can be added to stack, either from the search result list or from
any dimension.
(9) With more documents in stack it is possible to switch between union and intersection
mode which will display either only the related documents shared by all documents in stack
or all related documents.
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